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INTRODUCTION
Emerging laboratory-on-a-chip (LoC) technology is poised to revolutionize a wide variety of biochemical analyses through miniaturization and automation. One of the most promising LoC technologies is electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWoD), which manipulates discrete liquid droplets on a two-dimensional grid through electrostatic actuation [Pollack et al. 2002; Dhindsa et al. 2011; Noh et al. 2012; Hadwen et al. 2012] .
We refer to a two-dimensional electrowetting array as a Digital Microfluidic Biochip (DMFB). Figure 1 illustrates the working principles of a DMFB. Figure 1 (a) depicts a two-dimensional electrode array. Figure 1 (b) shows a one-dimensional cross-section: a droplet is sandwiched between two layers. The top layer includes a top plate, ground electrode, and a hydrophobic layer that directly contacts the droplet. In the bottom layer, the control electrodes are embedded in a bottom plate, which is covered by a hydrophobic layer. The hydrophobic layer above and below insulates the electrodes from the droplet, which prevents electrolysis [Huang et al. 2012] . Figure 1( c) illustrates the working principle of droplet transport via electrostatic actuation. Actuating control electrode CE2 beneath the droplet holds it in-place. The droplet itself is longer than CE2's length, and hangs over adjacent control electrodes CE1 and CE3. Activating CE3 pulls the droplet to the right, holding it in place between CE2 and CE3. Deactivating CE2 allows the droplet to be pulled further to right, eventually resting atop CE3.
DMFB technology is inherently programmable and offers abundant spatial parallelism. At present, DMFBs are programmed at a very low level: the user (or "programmer") manually creates a sequence of electrodes to activate to achieve the desired biochemical functionality. Recent work has shown that DMFBs can be programmed at a much higher level of abstraction using domainspecific languages . A key challenge is to design and implement compiler algorithms to best take advantage of the spatial parallelism inherent to DMFB technology. Figure 2 illustrates the five basic operations that form the DFMB's instruction set. DMFBs can perform droplet transport, splitting, merging, mixing, and storage. The optional inclusion of integrated sensing and actuation technologies can provide certain regions of a DMFB with additional capabilities (e.g., capacitive touch sensing for droplet positioning, heating, etc.). Figure 3 illustrates a three-stage DMFB compiler. The biochemical reaction (assay) is specified as a directed acyclic graph (DAG): vertices represent biochemical operations, and edges represent droplet dependencies between operations. The scheduler determines the timestep at which each assay operation executes while adhering to resource and dependence constraints; the placer determines the location on the DMFB to perform each scheduled operation; and the router transports droplets between placed operations, while ensuring that droplets do not inadvertently mix ) and/or contaminate one another (Zhao and Chakrabarty 2012) ; these problems are NP-complete (Böhringer 2006; .
This article presents a comparative analysis of DMFB scheduling algorithms published by the authors and others. This article compares List Scheduling (LS) Grissom and Brisk 2012a) , Force-directed List Scheduling (FDLS) (O'Neal et al. 2012) , and Path Scheduling (PS) (Grissom and Brisk 2012b) , the lattermost of which has been optimized for DAGs that are either trees or forests of trees. This article includes two genetic extensions to List Scheduling (GA-LS1 and GA-LS2) (Ricketts et al. 2006; and a novel genetic extension to Path Scheduling (GA-PS). This article also includes an optimal Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of the DMFB scheduling problem, which corrects several shortcomings of prior formulations (Ding et al. 2001; . To the best of our knowledge, this article represents the most comprehensive analysis of algorithmic solutions to the DMFB scheduling problem published, to date. 
RELATED WORK 2.1 Resource-Constrained Scheduling
DMFBs are inherently reconfigurable, unlike digital logic, as one resource (electrodes or contiguous groups of electrodes) performs droplet operations (mixing, etc.), storage, and transport. In resource-constrained scheduling, the information provided is the DMFB dimensions, the number of droplet I/O ports on the perimeter of the chip, and any external devices (heaters, detectors, etc.) that may be available. During scheduling, each scheduled mix operation consumes reconfigurable resources that may be otherwise used for storage; as a consequence, it is not always possible to find a legal schedule, if the resource requirements of the DAG far exceed the DMFB capacity.
Moreover, the legality of a given DMFB schedule may not be known until after placement completes, as illustrated in Figure 4 (a). Here, seven operations are scheduled to execute concurrently, but only six can be placed on-chip due to fragmentation. Assuming a better placement cannot be found, the only way to rectify the situation is to recompute the schedule with more stringent resource constraints. To avoid this situation, all present and prior work on resource-constrained DMFB scheduling (including this article) conservatively under-approximates the number of operations that can execute concurrently (Ding et al. 2001; Ricketts et al. 2006; Grissom and Brisk 2012a; O'Neal et al. 2012) ; Section 3 and 4 discuss these models in detail. The aforementioned models generalize the notion of a virtual topology (Grissom and Brisk 2012b; , as shown in Figure 4 (b). A virtual topology partitions the DMFB into a 2D array of work modules connected by a 2D mesh of streets for droplet transport. Work modules are reconfigurable and may perform basic assay operations (mix, merge, split, store), and may be specialized by integrating external devices (e.g., heaters, detection, etc.). I/O reservoirs on the perimeter of the chip are non-reconfigurable and can only perform dispense and output operations (Ding and Chakrabarty 2001) . Figure 4 (b) depicts a 2 × 2 array of four work modules, two of which are specialized. The scheduler can issue four mix operations concurrently, three mix and one heat or detect operation, two mix operations plus one heat and one detect operation, and so on. By binding operations to work modules, the placer downstream avoids the fragmentation problem shown in Figure 4 (a).
The objective of the schedulers presented in this article, and in the related work described above, is to minimize schedule length. For online scheduling, compute time is more important than the solution quality (Luo et al. 2013, Grissom and Jaress et al. 2015) . There has also been work on dynamic scheduling where operation latencies are determined dynamically (e.g., via sensor) (Luo et al. 2014; Alistar and Pop 2015) . These latter systems necessitate an online approach to compilation, including scheduling, which is beyond the scope of this article. Luo and Akella (2011) schedule multiple instances of the same assay (DAG) to execute in a pipelined fashion. They introduce an optimal preemptive scheduling algorithms for binary mixing trees on DMFBs with a fixed number of mixers. The scheduling model discussed here differs in three respects: (1) each DAG is scheduled once, and pipelining is not considered; (2) preemption is not supported; and (3) most algorithms presented here can schedule any DAG, although some are limited to trees as forests that support any assay operation and do not require the tree to be binary. Future work may consider pipelined scheduling models with preemption.
Combined Optimization of Scheduling and Placement
Scheduling and placement can be co-optimized together, offering the compiler an extra degree of freedom: module selection. Varying the mixer dimensions changes the operation latencies (Paik et al. 2003) : larger mixers yield faster operation times; however, using large mixers reduces the available spatial parallelism.
In contrast, resource-constrained scheduling assumes that all mixing operations use the same module size and have equal latencies. , , Maftei et al. (2010) , and Maftei et al. (2013) relaxed this assumption using iterative improvement metaheuristics: the module associated with each mixing operation is perturbed randomly; fast scheduling and placement heuristics are applied; illegal scheduling and/or placement solutions are discarded; legal solutions are compared to the best solution found thus far, and may be used to generate further perturbations. These metaheuristics yield locally optimal solutions, when they can be found, but do not guarantee discovery of a legal solution, if one exists. Yuh et al. (2007) convert scheduling and placement into a 3D placement problem, where the third dimension is time. Their approach uses a data structure called the T-Tree, which requires that each module placed in the 2D space is abutted to another module that is scheduled to execute at the same time. The T-Tree placer can generate highly compact application-specific DMFB architectures; however, it may run into problems when targeting pre-fabricated DMFBs. For example, it cannot simultaneously schedule two concurrent detection operations on modules that are placed on opposite sides of the chip, since there is no way to abut them.
A more comprehensive approach is to formulate combined scheduling, placement, and routing as an instance of the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem, which can then be solved optimally using a SAT solver (Keszocze et al. 2014 ). This approach can only compile small assays onto small DMFB arrays due to the large search space size; it cannot handle the larger problem instances evaluated in this article. ) starts by binding each mixing operation to the largest and fastest module available. LOSMOS then executes a variant of modified list scheduling whose objective function tries to minimize storage requirements. This is followed by Iterative operation rebinding, which can further reduce the schedule length. Rebinding can be beneficial, for example, in situations where rebinding one or more operations to slower, yet smaller, modules frees up enough space on-chip to increase the number of concurrently scheduled operations. By iteratively altering the binding and repeatedly rescheduling, LOSMOS can often reduce the latency compared to the initial list scheduling result. LOSMOS considers resource constraints in one dimension but does not guarantee that the resulting 2D placement for each timestep is legal.
Latency-Optimization Synthesis with MOdule Selection (LOSMOS)

ASSUMPTIONS in RESOURCE-CONSTRAINEd dmfb scheduling 3.1 General Assumptions
The objective of the scheduling problem is to minimize the latency of the schedule, that is, to minimum the maximum completion time of all assay operations. The latency of operations is assumed to be known at compile time, and we assume that all mixers have the same dimensions, which is determined a priori. Biochemical operations and applications do not have strict deadline requirements.
Assumptions in Prior Work
As per Section 2.1, DMFB schedulers conservatively approximate DMFB resource availability. apply a one-dimensional constraint: N a is the number of available resource-on chip; at each timestep of the schedule, N mix is the number of mixing operations scheduled, and N mem is the number of droplet storage operations scheduled. The resource demand of stored droplets at the given timestep is βN mem , where β represents the ratio of storage module to
mixer module size. Ignoring external devices, the resource constraint for each timestep is
It is left to the user to select a value of N a that conservatively under-approximates the spatial DMFB resources without grossly underutilizing the chip. Constraints involving external devices may limit spatial parallelism. For example, if there are N d detectors, then at most N d detection operations can execute concurrently; however, the space on top of an unused detector could still perform mixing or storage; this detail is often omitted from the problem formulation .
Assumptions in Our Work
As mentioned in Section 2.1 and Figure 4 (b), our formulation of resource-constrained DMFB scheduling provides I/O reservoirs and work modules as the set of resources.
I/O reservoirs are non-reconfigurable (Ding et al. 2001) : input reservoirs dispense fluids; each reservoir dispenses exactly one fluid type during assay execution. Output modules can be used to collect fluid for removal from the chip for subsequent analysis or for waste; any fluid can be routed to a waste module for disposal. Our benchmarks do not produce non-waste output for collection.
Work modules are reconfigurable, but can perform non-reconfigurable operations if augmented with dedicated external devices. In Figure 4 (b), the two modules on top have no external devices, and are called general work modules; the two on the bottom are specialized (one has a heater; the other has an integrated detector). Each work module can perform one mix or split operation, or store up to k droplets. For 3 × 3 work modules, k = 4 is the maximum number of droplets that can be stored, but setting k ≤ 2 ensures provably deadlock-free droplet routing .
PRELIMINARIES
Operation and Component Types
We associate an integer type with each assay operation and component; we use a compatibility function to determine whether a component can execute an operation.
Let D denote the number of specialized operations (e.g., heating, detection, etc.) supported by the DMFB; we assume that any assay will require a subset of these specialized operations; an assay that requires a specialized operation that is not supported by the DMFB cannot be scheduled.
Let F denote the number of distinct fluids used by the assay; multiple droplets of the same fluid are not distinct. The DMFB provides at least one input reservoir per distinct fluid. T = {0, 1, . . . , D + F + 1} is the set of types, described next:
General Types: Type 0 refers to general operations (e.g., mixing, splitting, merging) that any work module can perform.
Specialized Types: Types 1. . . D refer to specialized operations that require external devices (e.g., heating, detection); only specialized work modules can perform them. Disposal Types: Type D + F + 1 is a generic output type (e.g., for waste).
The assay is specified as a DAG G = (V, E), and the component set is C = {W, I, O}, where W is the set of work modules (both general and specialized) and I and O are the respective sets of input and output reservoirs. • f (v) = 0 and 0 ≤ f (c) ≤ D, that is, v performs a general assay operation, and c is a general or specialized work module; or
Compatible Components and Operations
, that is, v is a specialized or I/O assay operation, and c is a specialized work module or I/O reservoir that can perform the operation.
Let g: T → {T } be a one-to-many function that returns the set of all component types that are compatible with a vertex of a given type. In other words, g(f (v)) is the set of all component types that are compatible with vertex v ∈ V.
Let h: V → T be a function that associates a component type with each vertex; h (v) denotes the type of the component onto which vertex v ∈ V is scheduled.
Scheduling Operations and Droplet Storage
The latency L(u) is provided for each assay operation u ∈ V; our benchmarks specify assay operations in terms of seconds. The schedule computes a start time S (u) for u; the duration of the operation is the interval [
Consider edge (u, v) ∈ E; if droplet routing time is negligible , then S (v) ≥ S (u) + L(u); otherwise, the schedule would not satisfy precedence constraints. If
, then the droplet produced by operation u must be stored for time interval
; split may have multiple successors, some of whose start times might be later than S (v). Thus, some work module must be available to store u during H (u). For vertex u ∈ V, the storage time is:
H (u) = 0, for all sinks, that is, DAG vertices with no successors.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Inputs and Objective
The inputs to the resource constrained scheduling problem for DMFBs are as follows: (i) an assay specified as a DAG G = (V , E); (ii) the latency of each operation: a function L : V → {1, 2, . . .}; (iii) the number of distinct fluids F; (iv) the type of each operation: a function T; and (v) a DMFB, including work modules and I/O reservoirs, characterized by the number of components of each type:
The objective is to compute a legal schedule that minimizes execution time, that is,
The last vertex to finish is guaranteed to be a sink, which requires no storage time.
Legality
A legal schedule must satisfy the precedence constraint:
This constraint satisfies fluidic dependencies: each fluidic operation can only begin after all of its predecessors complete their respective operations. Resource constraints must be satisfied for each timestep. The schedule does not bind operations to specific resources, but it does need to ensure that sufficient resources are available to perform the operations that have been scheduled.
Let t be a timestep in the schedule. Let r j (t ) be the set of operations of type j scheduled at timestep t, and Z (t ) be the set of operations stored at timestep t, that is,
The resource constraints for specialized assay operations and I/O operations are
that is, the number of non-general operations of each type scheduled at each timestep cannot exceed the number of available work modules or I/O reservoirs of that type. Any work module can perform a reconfigurable operation. If constraint Equation (5) is satisfied, then let N m (t ) denote the number of available work modules for these operations:
In other words, N m (t ) is the number of available work modules that are not performing nonreconfigurable operations (e.g., heating, detection, etc.). The last resource constraint for reconfigurable operations (including storage) is
Constraint Equation (9) ensures that the number of reconfigurable operations |r 0 (t )| (mix, split) and the number of storage operations Z (t ) scheduled at timestep t do not exceed the number of work modules remaining N m (t ). Since each work module can store up to k droplets, the number of work modules required for droplet storage is Z (t )/k .
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Managing Available Resources Our schedulers maintain a vector
is the number of available resources of type j. Initially, A[j] = N j , that is, the total number of resources of type j in the DMFB. Let u ∈ V be a vertex presently being scheduled. For each compatible component type j
is decremented, and the scheduler sets h(u) = j to remember the type of the resource onto which u is scheduled; this way, the scheduler can free up a resource of the appropriate type when u finishes its operation. Reconfigurable operations can execute on general or specialized work modules. When both module types are available, we give preference to general work modules, which increases the likelihood that a non-reconfigurable operation can be scheduled in a future timestep. If u ∈ V finishes its operation at the end of the current timestep, then the scheduler decrements A [h(u) ] to free up a resource of the appropriate type.
Tracking Droplet Storage
A significant amount of bookkeeping is required to track which modules of each type store droplets. In particular, droplets may move between work module if doing so is advantageous. Examples of useful droplet movements include:
• Suppose that work modules m 1 and m 2 are initially required to store n droplets, where k < n < 2k. In the future, the number of droplets stored in m 1 and m 2 , denoted by n 1 and n 2 , respectively, may be reduced such that n 1 + n 2 < k. Without loss of generality, the droplets stored in m 1 can be transported to m 2 , freeing up m 1 .
• Suppose that a specialized work module of type j 1 stores a droplet, A[j 1 ] = 0, (no other module of type j 1 is available), and A[j 2 ] > 0 for specialized work module type j 2 j 1 (at least one module of type j 2 is available). If vertex u ∈ V of type f (u) = j 1 is ready to be scheduled, and no vertex v ∈ V of type f (v) = j 2 is ready, then it is beneficial to move the droplet to an available module of type j 2 ; then u can be scheduled immediately.
• If a general work module m is available, then moving droplets from a specialized work module to m reduces competition for the specialized resources (e.g., detectors).
DAG edge e ∈ E represents a droplet. The scheduler maintains an ordered list S (e) for each edge; each entry of S (e) is a triple (t 1 , t 2 , j), indicating that e is stored in a work module of type j from timestep t 1 to t 2 . When e is initially stored at timestep t 1 , the entry is (t 1 , −, j); when e leaves the work module at time t 2 , the scheduler fills in the entry (t 1 , t 2 , j). If e is transported to an operation, then the scheduler is done. If e is transported to a different module of type j for storage, the scheduler then allocates a new triple (t 2 , -, j ) and inserts it at the end of S (e) to maintain the order.
Let χ j (t ) denote the number of droplets stored in work modules of type j at time t. When the scheduler stores (removes) a droplet in (from) a work module of type j, it increments (decrements) χ j (t ). After storing a new droplet, condition χ j (t ) % k = 1 requires the allocation of a new work module, so the scheduler increments A[j]; after removing a droplet, condition χ j (t ) % k = 0 frees a work module. Tracking work module usage from one timestep to the next helps the scheduler satisfy resource constraints.
Scheduling Failures
If a scheduler is unable to find a work module to store a droplet, then scheduling fails, as no resources are available. This does not mean that no legal schedule exists; this simply means that the heuristic, has failed. A second cause of failure is subtler. If many droplets are stored on-chip, then it may be impossible to allocate any additional modules to schedule operations that are ready. As the heuristic progresses through future timesteps, all ongoing assay operations that are currently scheduled will complete; these operations may produce droplets that require additional storage. If all ongoing operations complete, and none of the ready operations can be scheduled due to a lack of available resources, then the heuristic has failed to find a legal schedule.
To reduce the likelihood of scheduling deadlock, we can limit the number of droplets permitted on the DMFB during any timestep (d max ) as follows:
7 RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED DMFB SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
List Scheduling and Its Variants
List scheduling is a greedy, constructive heuristic; pseudocode is shown in Figure 5 . The first step is to assign a priority to each operation (vertex) in the DAG; many different priority functions are possible. List scheduling maintains a candidate list of operations that are schedulable. Initially (at timestep t = 0), only primary input (droplet dispense) operations are schedulable; as the algorithm progresses (t increases), operations become schedulable when all of their parents complete. Lines 7-40 describe the main scheduling loop, which continues until all operations are scheduled; during each iteration, as many operations as possible are scheduled for the current timestep before incrementing to the next available timestep (Line 39). Array availMods[] holds the available number of available work modules. At each timestep, operations that have finished relinquish the work modules they were using (Lines 8-11). Next, the candidate nodes are sorted (Line 12) and examined in ascending order (Lines 13-33) based on a user-specified priority function. Each candidate is checked to see if it can be scheduled (Line 14): CanSchedule(c) returns true if (1) all of c's dispense parents have free input ports of the proper fluid-type, (2) all of c's non-dispense parents are scheduled to complete before the current timestep, (3) there is a free work module to process c, and (4) processing does not violate Constraint Equation (10). If c can be scheduled, then it is SetAsScheduled() with starting and ending timestep s and work module type. SelectModType(c) selects a work module type based on c's operation type and always selects a general work module, if possible, to increase the availability of specialized work modules for operations that require them.
Once c is scheduled, Lines 18-26 examine c's parents. If a parent is an input, then it is scheduled (dispense operations are not scheduled their children are scheduled). Non-dispense parents may require storage if the parent operation finishes before its child operation is scheduled to start. Storage operations are represented by inserting vertices representing one timestep of storage into the DAG G; if a droplet is scheduled for t timesteps of storage, then the scheduler will insert a chain of t storage vertices, one-by-one. This simplifies the process of transporting stored droplets from one work module to another, as discussed earlier. Last, in Lines 27-31, any of c's children whose parents are all scheduled are added to the candidate list.
The time complexity of List Scheduling is O(|V|log|V| + |E|), assuming that a heap-based priority queue is used to sort vertices that are ready to be scheduled.
Priority Functions: Different implementations of List Scheduling use different priority functions. For example, the Critical Path Priority (CPP) (Grissom and Brisk 2012b ) is the maximum length in the DAG from vertex v to a primary output reachable from v:
LOSMOS' List Scheduler ) extends CPP with a second-term,
to consider the impact of scheduling v on storage requirements downstream. The article does not describe what value of φ was used in the experiments or the impact of varying the value of φ on schedule length. For these reasons, we do not include a comparison with LOSMOS' List Scheduling in our experiments.
Force-Directed LS (FDLS): Force-Directed List Scheduling (FDLS)
replaces the CPP priority function with a physics-inspired force computation based on a probability distribution (Paulin and Knight 1989; Verhaegh et al. 1995) . We compute forces statically for each vertex, and use them as part of an alternative priority function.
The first step is to estimate the timesteps s at which each operation can be scheduled using the As Soon As Possible (ASAP) and As Late As Possible (ALAP) heuristics, assuming an infinite supply of resources (Paulin and Knight 1989; De Micheli 1994) . The slack of a vertex is the difference between its ALAP and ASAP times, that is,
The probability to schedule vertex v at timestep t is
under the assumption that v is equally likely to be scheduled any timestep in the range [ASAP (v), ALAP (v)]. For each timestep t outside that range, P (v, t ) = 0. Next, we compute a probability distribution, Q (t ), for the timesteps in the schedule,
which is the sum of the probabilities of all vertices that can be scheduled at timestep t. The Q(t) values for all timesteps t forms a histogram called a distribution graph. Table 1 ). Figure 6 shows an example assay and its distribution graph; Table 1 shows the ASAP and ALAP values and probabilities for each vertex. All operations have a latency of 2 timesteps; the longest path in the graph has a length of 10 timesteps. It is important to note that Table 1 shows the timestep at which each vertex starts, so the final output vertex finishes 2 timesteps after the timestep at which it is scheduled.
We experimented with around 50 cost functions that assign static vertex priorities, and identified two that performed well across all of our benchmarks; both are reduced versions of the original FDS force equation (O'Neal et al. 2012) :
Vertices are prioritized in increasing order of FauxForce. Intuitively, FauxForce 1 () assigns the highest priority to vertices that have large slack values and at least one timestep with limited competition from other vertices. FauxForce 2 () is based on the observation that List Scheduling tends to assign vertices to early timesteps within their slack window and therefore only considers the first-two timestep in the slack window of each vertex. We report FDLS results using FauxForce 2 () in our experiments. ) includes a rescheduling step that is invoked when the basic List Scheduling algorithm fails (Section 6.3). Su and Chakrabarty present an example that illustrates how rescheduling can be beneficial, while limiting their rescheduling scheme to backtrack by at most one timestep. Our experimental evaluation includes LS but not MLS. 
Modified LS (MLS): Modified List Scheduling
Path Scheduling for Trees
Many DAGs representing DMFB assays are either trees or forests in which each connected component is a tree. Path Scheduling (Grissom et al. 2012a ) is an effective approach for scheduling trees and performs exceptionally well on resource-constrained DMFBs whose spatial capacity is relatively small compared to the operation-level parallelism in the DAG being scheduled.
As an example, consider the protein dilution assay shown in Figure 7 (a): eight paths are identified. Path 1 starts with two dispense operations, while paths 2-7 originate from a dispense operation combined with a split from another path; all paths terminate with an output operation, although this may not occur in the general case (e.g., see Figure 7 (b)). In Figure 7 (c), List Scheduling tries to schedule parallel operations along all eight paths, injecting eight droplets into the system early on. If the DMFB has four work modules, each of which can store up to four droplets, then two work modules are allocated to storage, leaving just two modules available to perform further assay operations.
Instead, if operations are scheduled exclusively along paths 1, 2, and 3, then just one module is required for storage, as shown in Figure 7(d) , providing more effective use of spatial resources. Split operations are deferred until at least one child can be scheduled. This reduces storage contention, which increases work module utilization.
Decomposition into paths is not unique; for example, Path 1 could be any of the eight paths in Figure 7 (a). Once paths are identified, the order in which they are scheduled becomes important. Further, path decomposition only makes sense for trees, as scheduling decisions are made on the granularity of paths, not vertices. A DAG exhibits reconvergent paths if there exist two vertices u and v and two paths p 1 and p 2 from u to v that share no other common vertices. Without loss of generality, a decision to schedule path p 1 imposes constraints on p 2 : all vertices between u and v must start after the finishing time of u and complete before the starting time of v; it may not be possible to satisfy this constraint after p 1 has been scheduled, or a poor-quality schedule may result. Thus, Path Scheduler is limited exclusively to trees and forests.
Priority Function: Path Scheduling uses a combination of two priorities to produce schedules that minimize the amount of time a droplet spends in the system. To prevent droplets from entering the system (via a dispense or split) until as late as possible, the independent path priority (IPP) of each node is the number of droplets being output in a node's fanout, as shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) . The first operation on each path is called the Path Leader. If Path 1 is scheduled first, then leaders from Paths 2, 3, and 5 become candidates to be scheduled next, with IPPs of 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Path 2, with the lowest IPP, is processed next, preventing additional splits from being scheduled until later; this reduces demand for droplet storage, which frees up spatial parallelism.
The Critical Path Priority (CPP) from Equation (11) is used as a tiebreaker when two paths have equal independent path priorities (IPPs). In Figure 8 (c), the IPP of nodes (S1 and M1) are equal, so we use shortest CPP as a tiebreaker. Figure 8(c) shows two schedules where the paths having the shortest and longest CPPs are, respectively, scheduled first. Here, the DMFB has one detection module, so one of the droplets produced by split-node S1 must be stored while the other undergoes detection. Selecting the shortest CPP reduces the number of timesteps dedicated to storage, yielding a shorter schedule. This justifies our choice of shortest CPP as a tiebreaker. Figure 9 presents pseudocode for the Path Scheduling heuristic. Prior to scheduling, the IPP and CPP are computed for all operations. Initial candidate operations to be scheduled are those whose parents are dispense operations.
Pseudocode:
Lines 5-31 describe the main scheduling process that repeats until all candidate nodes have been scheduled. Lines 6-8 first select the candidate node, or path leader, with the lowest priority value (the lowest IPP first, and in the event of an IPP tie, the lowest CPP), reset the scheduling timestep and initialize an empty path.
Lines 9-21 try to allocate resources for an entire path of operations starting with the path leader chosen in Line 6, and ending with an output or merge operation (see Figure 7(a) ). Lines 10-12 search for the earliest time gap where the current node, S, can fit, given the available resources. If a gap is found, then there is a resource of type k available from timestep t i to t i + S.duration, any required input reservoirs are available and there are sufficient resources to store any incoming droplets from S s parent nodes, if needed. If no gap is found in Lines 10-12, then the current path cannot be scheduled until later, due to a resource conflict (e.g., insufficient storage for droplet from one of S s parents (in path P) to S); the attempt to schedule the path is discarded and resources that were previously reserved are relinquished. On the next iteration of the main loop (Lines 5-31), the same node will be selected again (Line 6), because the priorities are not changed; however, the algorithm will attempt to begin placing the path leader, S, at a later timestep than the previous attempt, as seen in Line 7. If necessary, then the algorithm will continue pushing back the beginning of the path leader by a single timestep each iteration until there is a gap for the entire path; in the worst case, the path leader will begin after all other currently scheduled operations.
If a gap is found for S, then its starting timestep and resource type are temporarily saved and S is added to the current path P (Lines 13-15) ; however, S is not marked as scheduled. Next, Line 19 select the next node to add to the path from S s children. If the chosen node is an output or unscheduled mixing operation, then P is complete, can be scheduled and can break from the pathconstructing loop of Lines 9-21; otherwise the loop continues and path scheduler attempts to find a gap for the new S.
Lines 22-30, mark each operation in the schedulable path P as being scheduled and officially reserve the resources allocated to it in Line 25. Also, any unscheduled children of the nodes in path P are added to the candidate operations as path leaders.
When Line 27 adds an operation to the candidate list, the corresponding edge is added to a list of droplets stored indefinitely for later use, starting from their parent's scheduled ending timestep. When path scheduler identifies a gap for operations in Lines 10-12, it considers all droplets being stored indefinitely at that point. When an operation is scheduled in Lines 24-25, any stored edges/droplets connected to that node are removed from the indefinite storage list and the finite period that the droplet must be stored for, if any, is accounted for in the system's available resources.
Evolutionary Schedulers
Iterative improvement algorithms are a class of probabilistic metaheuristics for global optimization problems over discrete search spaces, which are tuned to find locally optimal solutions but cannot guarantee global optimality. Depending on the user's choice of parameter values, they often run several orders of magnitude longer than polynomial-time heuristics while avoiding the exponential time complexities of optimal algorithms (assuming P != NP). Here, we describe three evolutionary DMFB schedulers: two, based on List Scheduling, have been published previously (Ricketts et al. 2006; ; the third, based on Path Scheduling (Grissom and Brisk 2012a) , is presented for the first time.
Evolutionary algorithms maintain a pool of solutions (legal schedules), which are randomly perturbed by mutation and crossover operations. Let G = (V , E) be the DAG to schedule. A legal schedule is represented by chromosome
gene, is randomly generated in the range [0, 1]. The pool of solutions is a set P = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . ,C m } of m chromosomes; set m = 2n. The chromosomes adhere to the random keys representation (Bean 1994) , which ensures that a legal schedule can be derived from any chromosome, and that the crossover operation yields two new chromosomes that represent legal schedules.
During each evolutionary iteration, new chromosomes are generated randomly through mutation and crossover; a new schedule is derived from each chromosome. The m chromosomes that have the highest fitness values (shortest schedule lengths) survive to the next iteration; the remaining chromosomes are discarded.
The mutation operation randomly generates new chromosomes to guarantee population diversity. The crossover operation randomly selects two distinct chromosomes C i and C j , and generates a random integer k in the range [1, n] . The crossover operation produces two new chromosomes, C ij and C ji as follows:
If C i and C j both have properties that lead to good quality schedules in different parts of the DAG, then C ij and/or C ji could inherit both, improving the overall schedule. The evolutionary scheduler iterates a fixed number of times. Relevant parameters that affect runtime and quality of solution include: population size |P|, the number of iterations, the number of mutations and crossovers performed during iteration.
We present three evolutionary schedulers, GA-LS1, GA-LS2, and GA-PS. They use different methods to derive schedules from chromosomes; but are otherwise identical. sorts the vertices based on their genes. Given chromosome C i , let r (д i (v j )) denote the rank of vertex v j in the sorted list. List Scheduling is then called with r (д i (v j )) as the priority value associated with vertex v j ; this ensures that all vertices in the DAG have unique priority values. (Ricketts et al. 2006 ) encodes a chromosome in which all vertices belonging to each connected component in a DAG receive the same priority. This encoding scheme was specific to the multiplexed in vitro diagnostics assay, which has been widely used as a benchmark for scheduling. Our implementation generalizes this encoding to ensure that all vertices in each connected component receive contiguous priority values: if the first component has k 1 vertices, then its vertex priorities (after sorting) are {1, 2, . . . , k 1 }; if the second component has k 2 vertices, then its vertex priorities (after sorting) are {k 1 + 1, k 1 + 2, . . . k 1 + k 2 }, and so on. The basic premise, in terms of the internal List Scheduler, is that once an operation from one connected component is scheduled, it is better to make progress on that component, than to start scheduling operations from another component; this tends to reduce demand for on-chip storage.
GA-LS1: GA-LS1
GA-LS2: GA-LS2
GA-PS:
GA-PS is similar to GA-LS1, but uses Path Scheduling, rather than List Scheduling to compute the schedule. In principle, this approach combines the primary benefit of Path Scheduling (superior spatial resource management) with the ability of genetic algorithms to efficiently explore a large search space. Like Path Scheduling, GA-PS can only schedule trees and forests, not general DAGs. The ILP formulation presented here for DMFB scheduling is more general than prior ones. The first ILP formulation (Ding and Chakrabarty 2001) pre-allocates mix and storage resources on the DMFB, failing to leverage its reconfigurable capabilities. It also fails to account for external devices (heaters, detectors, etc.) that actuate specific regions of the chip; when the external device is not in use, these regions can be used for mixing or storage. A subsequent ILP formulation by correctly models mixing and storage as being reconfigurable; however, it sub-optimally treats external devices as being non-reconfigurable and cannot schedule DAGs that feature vertices with fanout greater than 1. The ILP formulation presented here addresses the aforementioned shortcomings of both prior ILPs.
Optimal Scheduling Based on Integer Linear Programming
First, one or more heuristics are called to schedule the DAG, providing an upper bound B on scheduling latency. This enables us to introduce a set of binary variables to determine the timestep at which each operation is scheduled:
Recall that V is set of vertices in the DAG; it follows that 1 ≤ i ≤ |V | and 1 ≤ t ≤ B; thus, the formulation encompasses |V |B binary variables in total. A legal schedule must satisfy the constraint that each assay operation is scheduled to start at exactly one timestep:
Using notation introduced earlier, S (u i ) is the start time of operation u i . Based on Equations (20) and (21), it follows that
Recalling that L(u i ) is the latency of u i , the finishing time of u i is S (u i ) + L(u i ). We then introduce dependency constraints to the ILP model derived from the DAG edges:
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The objective is to minimize the maximum finishing time among all assay operations:
Our foremost technical challenge is to properly model resource constraints in a manner that does not restrict reconfigurability. We overcome this challenge by modeling a virtual topology, as discussed in Section 2.1 , allowing us to express resource constraints in terms of work modules and their capabilities. I/O models on the perimeter of the chip are not reconfigurable (Ding and Chakrabarty 2001) .
Recall from Section 4.1 that operations have different types: F is the number of distinct fluids in the system; Type-0 operations are reconfigurable (e.g., mixing, splitting, storage) and can be scheduled onto any type of work module; Type-1 . . . D operations use specialized modules that require external devices (without loss of generality, we consider two specialized module and operation times: heating and optical detection); and Type-D + 1 . . . D + F operations dispense fluids of varying types. The scheduler does not account for Type-D + F + 1 operations (disposal).
We partition the set of assay operations V as follows: let I be the set of input operation (I f is the set of input operations that dispense fluid of type f), O be the set of output operations, H be the set of heat operations, Y be the set of detection operations, and V = V \ {I , O, H , Y } be the remaining set of reconfigurable assay operations (mix, store, etc.). We assume that output operations take no time and are handled as part of the routing process; therefore, we do not need to schedule output operations in O.
The following constraint ensures that at most I f droplets of type f are injected into the system at timestep t:
Next, we compute H (t ) and Y (t ), the number of heat and detect modules in use at timestep t.
Suppose that heat or detect operation u i starts at timestep t (i.e., x i,t = 1); then, it is bound to a heat or detect module for the duration of its latency L(u i ); equivalently, u i occupies a heat or detect module at any timestep t if
Let N H , and N Y be the number of heat and detect modules on-chip. The following constraints ensure that at most N H heat operations and at most N Y detect operations are scheduled at each timestep:
Next, we turn to reconfigurable operations: mix, store, split, and merge. The droplet router performs split and merge operations, so we schedule mix operations exclusively and insert storage operations when needed. Hence, V contains mix operations only. First, we compute M(t), the number of mix operations that execute at timestep t:
This computation is similar in principle to Equations (26) and (27). Allocating storage is somewhat more complicated. Each droplet corresponds to a DAG edge e = (u i , u j ). Storage is required for droplet e at time t if
This condition can be expressed by a decision variable,
which takes a value of 1 if t satisfies Equation (31) and a value of 0, otherwise. From there, we can compute Z(t) the number of droplets that require storage at timestep t as
Let N be the number of work modules. Constraint Equation (34), below, ensures that resource constraints are satisfied at timestep t:
Including Constraint Equation (34) in the ILP significantly increases the runtime of the solver. We can run the ILP without enforcing Constraint Equation (34): if the ILP converges, then the schedule obtained may satisfy the constraint; otherwise, we can rerun the ILP with the constraint enforced. We present experimental results for both ILP variants. Table 2 summarizes the scheduling algorithms introduced in this section. The algorithms summarized in the table each have their strengths and weaknesses: the heuristics run faster than the iterative improvement algorithms and ILP but will produce lower quality solutions in most cases. PS and GA-PS are specialized for trees and forests, while the others can schedule any DAG, regardless of topology. These descriptions are not absolute. For example, a heuristic may be able to find the optimal schedule for many problem instances. Likewise, given a fixed amount of time, the ILP may not converge to an optimal schedule, or even find a legal schedule at all, while a heuristic obtains a good quality schedule in far less time. The experimental analysis, presented in the following section, provides a quantitative comparison of the scheduling algorithms listed in Table 2 using 34 different benchmark DAGs.
Algorithm Summary
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation Platform
Our evaluation platform is a desktop PC with an Intel I7-4720HQ processor running at 2.6GHz, 16GB of DDR3 memory, with an 8GB SSD and 1TB hard disk. Our experiments were performed using an open source DMFB synthesis tool and simulator released by our group . All scheduling algorithms were implemented by us in C++ and integrated into the simulator. Genetic algorithms run for 1000 generations. ILPs were generated and solved using (LPSolve]; the ILP-based schedulers were integrated into the framework and produce workable solutions that can be processed downstream, for example, to obtain placement and routing results.
The source code for all of the scheduling algorithms described here is publicly available [UCRa], except for GA-PS and the ILPs, we plan to release at the time of publication. Our simulations report the schedule lengths in terms of 1s timesteps, as well as the runtime of the scheduling algorithms in seconds. For the ILP, we enforce a limit of 4h (14,400s); if the ILP does not converge after four hours, then we report the shortest legal schedule found so far by the ILP (with no guarantee of optimality) or we report that the ILP failed to find a legal solution. We report results for the ILP with and without Constraint Equation (34) enforced.
All benchmark DAGs used for scheduling are available and/or can be generated by tools that we have publicly released. PCR, In Vitro Diagnostics, Protein, and Protein Split have been used by ourselves and others to evaluate DMFB synthesis algorithms (Ding et al. 2001; Grissom and Brisk 2012b) . Dilution and Mixing with Reduced Wastage (DMRW) (Roy et al. 2010) , Linear Dilution Gradient (LDG) (Bhattacharjee et al. 2013) , Dilution Tree Pruning with a Cost Matrix (DTPCM) (Bhattacharjee et al. 2012) , and WAste Recycling Algorithm (WARA) refer to algorithmically generated DAGs that perform sample preparation tasks; the numbers next to each of these benchmarks refer to the parameter values that were passed to the algorithms to generate the DAGs. The source code for these four (and other) sample preparation algorithms is publicly available [UCRb] .
All of our experiments target a 15 × 19 DMFB with different configurations in terms of I/O ports and specialized modules:
For PCR, the DMFB featured 6 detectors, 8 input ports (top: tris-hcl, kcl, bovine, gelatin; left: primer, beosynucleotide, amplitag, lambda) and one output port (right).
For the Protein and Protein Split assays, the DMFB features 8 detection units and 5 inputs (top: DsS, DsB, DsB, DsR; left: DsR) and 1 output port (right).
For the remaining assays, the DMFB featured 8 detectors, 12 inputs (top: 6 inputs; left: 6 inputs) and 1 output port (right). For the in vitro diagnostics assays, 4 inputs on top were used for Plasma, Serum, Saliva, and Urine, and 4 inputs on the left were used for Glucose, Lactate, Pyruvate, and Glutamate, as needed. The largest of the mixing/dilution tree assays used all 12 inputs. Table 3 reports the results of the different scheduling algorithms. Benchmarks for which a given scheduler could not find a legal solution are denoted as "Fail"; the situation where the ILP converged after 4h while finding a legal, but not necessarily optimal, solution are denoted as Note: The best schedule found for each benchmark is bolded and underlined. For the ILP and ILP + Constraint Equation (34) category, "Feas." denotes a legal, but not necessarily optimal schedule found after 4h of running. "(Feas.)"ible. The best result for each benchmark (which may be found by multiple algorithms) is underlined and bolded. We can only confirm that the best result is optimal in cases where the ILP converged.
Scheduling Results
LS: LS found legal schedules for 32 of the 34 benchmark DAGs. Collectively, FDLS and PS dominate LS: in all cases, at least one of the two generates a schedule at least as short as LS. LS produces a shorter schedule than FDLS for Protein Split 4; for Protein Split 5, FDLS fails while LS produces a legal schedule. For the trees and forests that PS can schedule, LS produced shorter schedules for eight benchmarks.
FDLS vs. LS:
As noted above, FDLS produces schedules no longer than LS for all but one benchmark. The only difference between the two algorithms is the objective function, thus it is worthwhile to consider the difference. The CPP priority function, Equation (11), employed by LS considers the number of vertices on the longest path from vertex v to a primary output, not the respective latencies of the vertices on the path. Intuitively, LS schedules vertices in ascending order of CPP. Scheduling vertices with small CPP values as a general strategy tends to schedule vertices in their fanout cones early as well. This tends to eliminate contention for storage and other resources, freeing up spatial area to execute other assay operations.
In contrast, the FauxForce objective functions employed by FDLS, Equations (16) and (17), indirectly account for latencies as part of the Slack computation in Equation (13), as well as resource contention at each timestep t via the P(v, t) and Q(t) functions, Equations (14) and (15), respectively. This allows FDLS to make better scheduling decisions than LS on a vertex-by-vertex basis, with the exception of Protein Split 4 and 5. These DAGs have 4-and 5-level fanout trees, each of which culminates in a long path of dilution operations followed by an optical detection Figure 25] . The sequence of operations on each path are identical, thus the graph is highly symmetric, as evidence by Figure 7(a) . The kth vertex on each path will have identical slack and P (v, t) values; as their slacks are identical, they will share the same Q(t) and have identical FauxForce values at each timestep. Due to these symmetries, FDLS cannot effectively distinguish between vertices and runs into trouble as the problem instances get more constrained (adding one more level of splits doubles the number of paths, while DMFB size remains constant). This provides LS with an advantage in these particular cases.
PS vs. LS:
LS retains an advantage for DAGs other than trees or forests, which PS cannot schedule. For trees and forests, PS retains an advantage in situations where the spatial parallelism provided by the DMFB is less than the spatial parallelism in the DAG itself (e.g., the larger Protein Splits). By scheduling paths contiguously without storage operations, PS performs better in these cases; LS, in contrast, may inadvertently issue too many vertices from many paths at once, leading to reduced spatial parallelism and/or failure due to poor storage choices, as illustrated by Figures 7(c) and 7(d). On the other hand, when spatial parallelism is abundant, PS' decision to schedule paths contiguously may be sub-optimal, as this can delay the starting times of operations early on the paths. In these cases, LS's more aggressive vertex-by-vertex approach to scheduling leads to shorter schedules.
PS vs. FDLS:
PS produced a shorter schedule than FDLS for Protein Split 4, and succeeded where FDLS failed for Protein Split 5-8; in all other cases, FDLS produced schedules no longer than PS. The cases where PS and FDLS produced schedules of equal length tended to be relatively easy benchmarks (PCR, the smaller in vitros, the DMRWs) where LS was competitive as well. Overall, FDLS tends to be more effective than PS, with the exception of the medium-to-large Protein Splits; the analysis is similar to PS vs. LS, noting that (1) FDLS tended to produce shorter schedules than LS; and (2) the two exceptions were Protein Split 4 and 5, where PS is superior to LS.
GA-LS1, GA-LS2, and GA-PS:
The iterative improvement heuristics retain the advantage over LS, FDLS, and PS of being able to randomly generate a large number of schedules, as opposed to converging to just one. In most cases, they were able to improve upon the respective initial schedules provided by LS and PS, except for relatively easy benchmarks where LS and PS produced optimal solutions upfront.
One notable case is Protein Split 3, where FDLS produced a shorter schedule than any of the GAs. In this case, all GAs were able to improve on the initial schedules provided by LS and PS. This benchmark was clearly challenging, because neither ILP variant was able to find a feasible schedule within the 4h time limit. Given enough time, GA-LS1 and/or 2 could have randomly generated a vertex priority order for vertices that would be the same as the priority order computed by FDLS.
GA-LS1 and 2 failed for benchmarks where LS failed; the same is true for GA-PS and PS; this is because initial schedules are needed to start the iterative improvement process. It is also worth noting that all three GA algorithms are limited in the sense that they call greedy heuristics; if there exists a high-quality schedule for some benchmark that could not be found using the LS or PS frameworks (with any priority function), then the GAs would not be able to find it.
GA-LS1 vs. GA-LS2: The primary difference between these two algorithms is an encoding for GA-LS2 introduced by Ricketts et al. (2006) , to favor DAGs with multiple connected components, for example, the in vitro benchmarks; in our experiments, GA-1 and GA-2 found optimal solutions for all five in vitro benchmarks, calling into question the value of this encoding (perhaps GA-2 would retain an advantage when the number of iterations is constrained. For the remaining benchmarks, which have one connected component, scheduling differences between GA-LS1 and -LS2 is essentially noise.
ILP:
The two ILP variants, with and without Constraint Equation (34) enforced, produced identical results in all but one case: Protein Split 2, where the ILP without the constraint converged to a legal and optimal solution, while the ILP with the constraint enforced did not converge after 4h. In all but one case where the ILPs produced feasible but sub-optimal schedules, at least one of the six deterministic heuristics or iterative improvement metaheuristics was able to produce a shorter schedule. Both ILPs were able to find optimal solutions for most of the benchmark DAGs. Table 4 reports the execution times of the scheduling algorithms. In most cases, the three heuristics ran the fastest. For trees and forests, PS ran the fastest, because it computed its priority function on the granularity of paths, whereas LS and FDLS compute a priority function for each vertex (the same observation holds when comparing the runtime of GA-PS to GA-LS1 and GA-LS2, with a few exceptions). FDLS ran slower than LS, because its priority function is substantially more complicated.
Scheduler Execution Time
As expected, the iterative improvement heuristics ran much slower than LS, FDLS, and PS, because they compute many more schedules. Disparities in runtimes between GA-LS1 and GA-LS2 are primarily due to random effects, for example, getting stuck at local minima and terminating early. In the case of DTPCM 3,4,7, GA-LS1 and GA-LS2 found the optimal solution (18 timesteps), while GT-LS1 converged 8.5 × faster than GA-LS2. For this particular benchmark, the ILPs converged to optimal solutions several orders of magnitude faster than any of the evolutionary metaheuristics.
The inherent strength of the ILP is that it yields optimal schedules; however, this cannot be done efficiently unless it is proven that P = NP. The convergence time of the ILP is certainly too slow for use in an online context and likely too slow for use in an offline context for all but the smallest problem instances. Removing constraint Equation (34) can reduce the runtime of the ILP for many problem instances (the one exception being LDG 10,8,6,5); however, this reduction cannot overcome the inherent exponential worst-case runtime of the ILP solver. In one case (Protein Split 2), removing Constraint Equation (34) was the difference between converging and failure to converge within the 4h time limit. In practice, it may be allowable to run the ILP for a user-selected time period, reverting to heuristic methods in cases where the ILP does not converge.
CONCLUSION
We have evaluated the performance of eight DMFB scheduling algorithms on 34 benchmark DAGs. Our results empirically demonstrate that different algorithms have different strengths in terms of finding optimal and near-optimal solutions; ignoring the ILPs, which clearly suffer from tractability issues, all of the heuristics other than LS find shorter schedules than the others for at least one benchmark. Deterministic polynomial-time heuristics (LS, FDLS, PS) are unlikely to match the evolutionary metaheuristics in terms of solution quality for challenging problem instances; however, in laboratory situations where compute time is more important than schedule quality, it should be possible to run all three to select the best result. Although we cannot claim that any one or two schedulers are clearly superior to the others, our results demonstrate the benefit of having a library of high quality algorithms and heuristics at our disposal. Future work will investigate better quality heuristics.
